2001 volvo s60 t5

Any lingering thoughts that Volvos are designed exclusively for aging motorists have been
comprehensively dispatched by the brilliant new S60 series. The elegant styling does not
detract from the usual Volvo virtues, which include practicality, easy access to the rear seats
and superb safety engineering. Big brother S80 is larger than the old S The front-wheel ,
four-door sedan is powered by a five-cylinder, 2. It comes in three models â€” the 2. It also has a
tight turning circle, excellent driver visibility, wide door openings, fully adjustable steering
column and a low loading lip. Only one fault emerged. On the test car at least, the handbrake
was found to be ineffective on steep hills. The door bins are small but handy net pockets are
attached to the lower front of both front seats. The roomy interior has similar passenger space
to the out-going S70 but, despite the lower roofline, it offers even more rear headroom. The split
rear seat incorporates a ski hatch and either of its sides can be locked from inside the boot.
They fold quickly, creating a flat floor nearly 1. Even without this extension, the boot accepts a
huge amount of luggage but lacks a luggage restraining net. The S60 has virtually all known
safety devices, including concealed side curtains that inflate to protect the occupants during a
T-bone collision. It has stability and traction control , patented anti-whiplash system, ABS
brakes , SIPS side impact protection and an integrated rear child booster cushion. In a first for
Volvo, the top S60 variant â€” the T5 driven for this review â€” has satellite navigation as
standard. It can also be used to find restaurants, post offices, Volvo dealers and other service
businesses. The CD software contains complete inner city maps of all Australian metropolitan
areas, national highways and most of the eastern seaboard. The T5 also has leather trim,
power-adjusted front seats with memories, cruise control and climate-controlled air
conditioning as standard. Remote central door locking, engine immobiliser, power windows,
six-speaker CD audio system and a trip computer are fitted. With all models, the high power
output translates into a smooth and lively performance that's relaxing on the highway and
easily controllable. The T5 has none of the raw power syndrome often found in turbo engines ,
though there is some turbo lag. Sensibly driven, it uses around 9. Sorry, there are no cars that
match your search. The Volvo S60 is the best car yet from the Swedish car maker. Pedr Davis.
Pricing guides Lowest Price. Range and Specs Have you considered? Volvo S60 cars for sale.
Similar Cars Volvo XC Volkswagen Transporter review: T6. It combines Volvo's traditional
safety and firm luxury with a new element at least for Volvo : Style. The S60 takes the place of
the S70 which replaced the in the middle of Volvo's lineup. But it's closer to the more expensive
and larger S80 in styling and performance than to the smaller, entry level Volvo S There are four
versions of the S60, all with five cylinder engines: The base model, without a turbo; the 2. Got
all that? We drove the S60 T5 with front-wheel drive. It's got a cars. The 2. The T5 presents
something of a paradox. Its five-cylinder engine, with a high-pressure turbo, puts out
horsepower. That's about fifty percent more power than the base version. In other words, it's
very powerful. And yet, with all that power, this car feels heavy and sluggish, especially at low
speeds. The reason for this is the high-pressure turbo, which doesn't kick in until the engine
gets well up into the revs or until the exhaust manifold is producing high pressure. So during
normal, everyday driving around town, the S60 gives the impression of being sluggish. As a
result, you'll find yourself downshifting more than you might expect. When you push it a little
harder, or get out on the highway, the power becomes apparent. But too much of the time, it's
not there for the asking. It feels like a heavy car, even though at 3, pounds, the S60 is within a
hundred pounds of a Toyota Camry. By the way, we've also driven the 2. And that's a much
better engine for this car. Its power is available across a much broader range of engine speeds.
So we'd definitely recommend the 2. The S60 has very good handling, with a firm, sporty
suspension. Those of you expecting to be coddled might find it too firm, especially the T5. But,
as usual, the Volvo seats are spectacular, making for a comfortable, if not always, cushy ride.
The base model and the 2. The S60 we tested had a five-speed, manual transmission, but a very
good five-speed automatic is available, too. Antilock brakes are standard. An all-wheel drive
version of the S60 is now available, too, for those who need exceptional traction. One note of
concern: We hated the clutch in the S The engagement point was nebulous, resulting in
frequent stalling. We felt as if we were learning to drive for the first time. To be fair to Volvo, we
have no idea if this problem was isolated to our test vehicle or if it is a symptom that'll be found
in all S60s. This is a car in which we felt very safe. The doors appear to be three inches thick
actual width unknown. Volvo has certainly developed an image as a builder of
worst-case-scenario cars, and the S60 is no exception. It feels like there's a lot of Swedish steel
sheltering you from the cell-phone-using, latte-sipping Ford Expedition drivers of the world.
This car feels solid. Head room is good up front, but it feels cramped in the back because of the
sloping roof line. The styling results in a smallish trunk, too, although you can flip the rear,
seat-backs forward to extend the storage space. Who would ever have thought we'd see Volvo
putting styling ahead of function? Not us. There's no breaking with tradition when it comes to

the seats. Volvo is known for its comfortable, supportive, orthopedic seats, and the seats in the
S60 are all that. Think of them as free-range earth shoes for your tuchus. There are good-sized
bins in the front doors and between the seats for stashing your stuff, and an elegant cupholder
for your hot cocoa. Other standard features include side air bags, air conditioning, adjustable
rear-head restraints, power locks, windows and mirrors, speed control, a tilt-telescope steering
wheel, and, for the mechanically inclined, a tool kit. We really liked the climate controls. Even
we could figure out how to use the two big temperature dials and the human shape with arrows
pointing where you want the air to go. The stereo was a little less intuitive. It requires some
getting used to after being accustomed to the myriad of little buttons most radios use for the
same functions. The radio sounded great, by the way. Anyone who's ever run down their car's
battery by leaving the headlights on will appreciate Volvo's thoughtful touch of having the lights
shut off when the ignition switch is turned off. Not only do the lights go out but all the
accessories get switched off, so you're less likely to have to seek out some sympathetic soul
with jumper cables in his trunk. Why doesn't everybody do this? We thought Volvo did a good
job with the S60's styling. It's distinctive and sleek, and the tapered roof line makes it look more
like a coupe than a sedan. The car's aerodynamics, however, do allow rainwater to pool up on
the back window -- and there's no wiper to sweep it away. It looks like a slightly smaller version
of the S80, with its unique, sloping rear shoulders, Woody Allen expression, tail lights. All in all,
a distinctive and very nice looking car. We would expect the Volvo S60 to have Volvo's typical
level of reliability, which is to say, it should be very good. We wouldn't expect much to go
wrong while the car is still under warranty. Then, when parts do start to break at around , miles
Because of the small engine compartment, the S60 is going to be a challenging car to service.
Many knuckles will be scraped, so expect to pay more for any kind of service or maintenance.
We'd recommend taking the S60 to a dealer for anything beyond routine tune-ups and belt
replacements. Remember, not so long ago, when Volvos looked as if they had been styled with
a cheese slicer? Well, the folks at Volvo have been letting their hair down, so to speak, and cars
like the S60 are the result. It's pretty clearly meant to be either the sportiest safe-feeling sedan,
or the safest-feeling sporty sedan, youcan buy. If you're looking for an especially safe car in this
category, however, you may find the S60 well worth considering. The addition of an all-wheel
drive version makes it especially appealing to those in the great frozen North. And if you do buy
this car, the 2. Volvo S60 T5 "It's Make and Model:. Old url:. Good: cushy seats, safety features
Bad: five-cylinder engine, confusing clutch. We always have logbooks in our long-term test
vehicles to keep precise records of the gas and oil additions and maintenance and to record the
comments and observations of the drivers and passengers. The logbook is a page "reporter's
notebook" that fits in most back pockets. Half of those pages we reserve for the opinions -praise, complaints, and assorted bleatings -- of some two dozen people who spend time in a
vehicle over the course of our 40,mile tests, which can last a year or longer. Often times, 50
pages isn't enough space to record all the hollering, so we have to attach another notebook to
accommodate the overflow. Once in a while, the opposite occurs -- the car inspires neither a lot
of complaints nor a great deal of adulation. And this Volvo is a case in point, as our S60
collected just 18 pages of notes. The shortage of commentary wasn't because we disliked this
car, but rather that it didn't inspire in us the sporty enthusiasm that Volvo was hoping for. Volvo
has long been associated with building practical, comfortable, often powerful, and above all
safe cars, but not sporty ones. According to Volvo, the new S60 was to add excitement to the
mix, competing more directly with the new crop of sports sedans from BMW, Audi, and Lexus.
Since we are big fans of the sports-sedan genre, we were eager to give the S60 a go when Volvo
offered one for an extended drive. The interior styling with its "space ball" shifter -- it's a big
ball-and-socket pivot with the gearshift lever sticking out of it -- and brushed metal accents got
positive reviews. Opinions about the front seats were favorable as well; most found them
comfortable, but some shorter drivers complained that the headrests made them sit in an
uncomfortable hunched-forward position. Rear-seat passengers also complained about having
to crane their necks sideways because the large front headrests blocked their view forward. In
its initial testing, the T5 hustled from 0 to 60 mph in a quick 6. Some 40, miles later, it posted
almost identical times and speeds, but good test numbers at the track and lots of horses under
the hood didn't translate well into daily driving pleasure. Several staffers noted that the T5
usually felt flat-footed and slow in day-in and day-out traffic situations. Volvo doesn't sell many
S60s in this country with manual gearboxes, and matters weren't helped by a balky shifter and
sticky clutch. With about 16, miles on the odo, photographer Aaron Kiley encountered some
gremlins with the S60's alarm system and door locks while vacationing in Maine. Also lots of
alarms and sirens went off unprovoked. A new one was installed when he returned, and the
problems went away. Most drivers had no trouble using the optional navigation system, whose
screen rises out of the middle of the dash. It was easy to keep a peripheral eye on it while

driving. That's in part because the control buttons are located on the back of the right-side
steering-wheel spoke where they can be easily toggled. A few staffers said it would be a good
idea to provide controls for the front passenger, since that person is traditionally the navigator.
The radio, unique because its functions are all controlled by turning knobs â€” even the radio
presets â€” took some getting used to, but once learned, it was easier to use than most
conventional units. These guys have a thing about refusing to resort to the owner's manual â€”
Ed. Wind noise, road noise, and a long dead spot in the brake pedal's travel were the only other
minor complaints. Volvo recommends servicing the S60 every miles, which generally consists
of replacing the oil and filter, and various inspections. A major service is required at the 30,mile
mark. It consisted of the usual mile items; the air filter, the brake fluid, and the spark plugs were
also replaced. The power driver's seat and the right-side windshield washer had also stopped
working just before this service. The dealer replaced the seat-rail assembly and washer nozzle
under warranty. Two repairs were made under warranty to fix the parking brake, which wasn't
holding very well, and a rattling glove-box door. We had one other unpleasant experience. We'd
like to blame balding tires and black ice, always an entertaining combination. It happened at the
27,mile mark. The S60 slid off the road, clipped a roadside marker post, and then landed in a
drainage ditch. One of those taking the time to remark about our Swede was Brock Yates, who
best summed up our impressions with this: "It's steady and strong on the highway. Good seats.
This thing tends to grow on you after or mile stints. Not a sports sedan by any means, but a
well-founded family sedan â€” nothing more, nothing less. Comfy seats front and back. But why
do I have to adjust the side mirrors so often? The S60 feels very heavy on takeoff. Very comfy
for long cruises. Probably my first choice for a road trip. Navigation system easy to control with
behind-the-steering-wheel buttons. An entirely unique style compared with anything else in the
class. Less power, quicker response. I think it's a turkey of a performance car. TIRES: After
about 27, miles of hard driving, the original Pirelli P6 tires on our S60 T5 were approaching the
minimum-tread-depth wear bars, and the off-road excursion into a drainage ditch convinced us
we needed new rubber. That "dB" stands for decibel, a unit of measuring sound or loudness,
and that's why we wanted to check out these tires. Yokohama claims the dBs are its quietest
high-performance tires. We couldn't measure a big difference in their loudness, but there did
seem to be less roar on the pavement at highway speeds. Unfortunately, the AVS dBs didn't
improve performance in any measured category. Sometimes a couple weeks went by before we
had a chance to wash the S60 properly, and in the summer, the crud was literally baked onto the
Volvo. We found that No. Three heaping tablespoons of powder in a bucket of water was all it
took to get the whole outside of the car clean, and a container was good for about a dozen
washes. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best
Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best
Station Wagons of This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto
this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information
about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. Without
sacrificing any of the usual Volvo trademarks such as safety and upscale features, Volvo has
positioned the S60 as a sporty car, a car that would appeal to someone who likes to drive. To go
about this, Volvo has built the S60 on the same platform the company uses for its S80 sedan
and V70 wagon. Neither the S80 nor the V70 are known for their Olympian athletic ability,
however, so for the S60, Volvo reduced the platform's dimensions to give the car more agile
handling. While the S60 ultimately errs on the side of comfort, it's definitely the athlete in
Volvo's lineup. A sloping roofline, thick C-pillars and raised "V" hood lines help the S60 look the
part. Four trim levels will be available in Base 2. The four vary on the basis of standard
equipment and kind of engine. The S60 2. The 2. The new 2. Ordinarily, the system directs power
to the front wheels; when it senses wheel slippage, it instantaneously transfers power from the
front wheels to all four wheels until both the front and rear axles are rotating at the same speed.
Finally, the T5 is the most powerful S60 with its horsepower 2. Both the 2. The S60's interior is
similar in design to that of the S80 and V The broad instrument panel has large and easy-to-use
knobs and buttons for the sound system and climate control. There is seating for five, but rear
passengers may want more legroom. Making its usual appearance is Volvo's roll call of safety
equipment, including dual-stage front airbags, side airbags, head-protection airbags,
whiplash-reducing head restraints, seatbelt pre-tensioners and ISO-FIX child-seat attachment
points. In terms of equipment and safety, there are few entry-level luxury cars that can match
the S60's package. But would you want to buy one? That probably depends on what you are
looking for. If you have owned Volvo sedans in the past, but you want one that's sportier, the
S60 would be an excellent match for you. Available styles include 2. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to

buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Volvo S Is it better to lease or
buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And
from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments,
pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a
less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to
drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Volvo lease specials Check out Volvo S60
lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Handling lacks true sport-sedan precision, expensive optional
equipment, torque steer in the T5 model. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for
sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Is it an elegant luxury sedan or a sleek sport sedan? Surprise,
it's both. Vehicle overview. The big news is the arrival of the S60 2. Additionally, all S60 models
get Emergency Brake Assistance EBA , enhanced traction control performance and improved
throttle management, resulting in quicker response in everyday driving situations. Other
model-specific changes include satellite controls on the steering wheel and rear cupholders for
the base 2. The entire lineup gets revised rear headrests, ISO-FIX child restraint attachment
points and an emergency trunk release handle. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. I
bought my S60 used with 21K miles on it in It now has , miles on the odo, and I've passed it
along to my stepdaughter as her college car. I get it serviced regularly and it has not been
overly expensive to maintain through my local Firestone service center. It's been an overall
dependable car with only a few age related failures, such as alternator, water pump, strut
mounts, etc. Nothing too big at all. The one gremlin this car has, and it seems to be rather
common with this series, is that it eats tail light and headlight bulbs on a regular basis.
However, these are easy to replace by the owner, and I now keep spares stashed with the spare
tire in the trunk. Read less. All good and hard to say goodbye. I bought my S60 new in , but now
it's time to say goodbye and I have never been this emotional about giving up a car EVER!
Because of changes in my personal life I need a bigger vehicle, and unfortunately cannot afford
to keep two. My little silver S60 has been the most dependable vehicle that I have ever owned. I
have worked from home since I got "her", so have only clocked 72K miles on the odometer, but
I have pushed her hard during a few long distance road trips. I like quick acceleration and
sporty lane changes and she's never let me down for a second. Love her and will miss her.
Reliable car, never had any major major prolems. My family has had my Volvo S60 since it's
been off the lot. Maintaining the car is in fact expensive, but worth it. It's saved me from
countless close calls from people, from a wide range of coming over in my lane shoulder saved
me to in a couple seconds city traffic sucks. Very good in most but not areas. The S60 AWD is
absolutely great in some areas. Interior is the most comfortable front cabin space I have ever
been in. The dash, sound system, general feel is outstanding. The engine is very fast, smooth
and quiet. It provides a very safe feeling in snow and hard rain. Relilabilty not an issue so far.
The handling is bit of a disappointment. This car makes pretensions of being a sports sedan,
but is very loose and goosey over rough roads, wind, etc. Loud thumps from median stips
reverberate. That said, it still handles well on lane changes or around corners. A set of high
performance tires has stiffened the ride considerably. See all reviews of the Used Volvo S Write
a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Sponsored cars related to the S Sign Up. MATT - Volvo has never been known for attracting
younger upscale buyers. Its products were rarely attention-getters, unless they were parked in
front of a Young Conservationists Conference meeting. Volvo's reputation has been built
around no-nonsense vehicles that are sturdy, reliable and above all, very safe for the family. Its
family orientation is attested to by the fact that its four-door station wagons account for nearly
70 percent of Volvo's sales in this country. Volvo has made some pretty hot performers in the
past and one in particular comes to mind. It could also do 0 to 60 in under seven seconds. It still
looked like a big, boxy family wagon. The new Volvo S60 four-door definitely gets away from
that "shoe-box" school of design and is as swoopy and svelte as anything on the market. The
S60 is a complete makeover this year and it's built on a cut-down S80 platform. Its sculptured
'shoulders' run the length of the body from just below the top of the trunk to just below the top
of the hood. It ends at a small, stylized version of the traditional Volvo grille. At pounds, the S60
is classified by the government as "mid-sized" and it's listed as being a five-seater. Next up the
line is the 2. The last in the lineup is the T5, which is also turbocharged, but pumped-up to
produce horsepower. All the S60s carry the same twin-cam five-cylinder engine and they can all
be had with either the standard five-speed stick shift or a five-speed automatic. On the hotter

models, the automatic can be had with a manu-matic gear shift system that allows the driver to
shift up and down with a flick of the shifter. I particularly appreciated the no-frills speedometer
and tachometer which were large and easy-to-read, and to increase rearward vision, the rear
head rests can be lowered via a dash-mounted switch. BOB - The very luxurious
leather-covered front seats are surprisingly supportive and well-bolstered. This is to keep the
driver and passenger from being tossed around when the driving gets 'spirited', a situation that
comes about often in the T5 hot-rod version that we tried. It also is turbocharged, but at a higher
pressure than the 2. That model isn't as fast or as quick off-the-line as Thor's Hammer, but it's
close. The T5 exhibits some torque-steer under hard acceleration, but that's to be expected with
a front-drive car that puts out so much power. It also tends to understeer or "plow" a bit when
it's pushed into tight corners but that's also understandable because it's a front-wheel drive car.
Our car had an optional Sport Package, along with optional inch wheels and P low-profile
all-season rubber, which I'm sure adds a great deal to its handling. MATT - Besides the
now-almost common navigational system and GPS-triggered anti-theft system that calls the
cops if the S60 is stolen, buyers can opt for laminated side window glass that resists attacks by
stoplight thieves if they try smash-grab-and-run burglaries. It's extra, but it might come in handy
if the owner needs to drive through less-than genteel neighborhoods in metropolitan areas. To
rephrase a motto from an old Oldsmobile ad, this new S60 isn't your father's Volvo. BOB - That's
sure true in you own case, Matt. Your father's Volvo was a '54 model two-door sedan that looked
a lot like the '40 Ford Tudor that your grandfather loved so much. Search, Explore, and
Discover! Top billing has just been filled by the all-new S60, the true sea change car for the
Swedish company. It is genuinely good looking, terrifically luxurious, relaxing and economical.
It proves, once and for all, that Volvo has changed. And changed to become much, much better.
The boring boxes have been in the bin for a long time, but it has taken a while for Volvo to settle
into its new life - and its role as part of the Ford-owned Premier Automotive Group. The car that
took it down the new path, the flagship S80, introduced a new styling theme for Volvo and
showed that the carmaker knew how to build a big and well-equipped luxury flagship. Volvo has
done the job by taking the basics from the S80 and shrinking them a little, without carving the
heart out of the car. The change to S60, from S70 on the superseded model, also shows the new
thinking. There is no V60 wagon yet, but that will come and, for a company that has always done
brilliant business with its wagons, it will cement the position of the new mid-sized car. The
latest S60 arrived in January and has led a series of upgrades across most of the Volvo family,
including the V70 wagon, C70 coupe and even the new S It's a sign of the improvements coming
from Volvo, but also the tougher opposition it faces in Australia. The S60 is all new and that
means it has the smoother, heavy-hipped new look. But the heavy flanks flow easily into a
smooth, attractive wedge-edged profile. The new body is wrapped around a roomy five-seat
cabin and a big boot, and dropped over a front-wheel-drive mechanical package with a choice of
three engines: a basic 2. The cars are available with either five-speed manual or five-speed
automatic gearboxes, but most people are choosing the self-shifter with tiptronic manual
control. The T5 gets all the gear, including electrically adjusted sports leather seats, satellite
navigation and a premium sound system. It's a Volvo, which means the safety gear runs to
anti-skid brakes, electronic-stability control, and a padded cabin filled with front, side and head
airbags. The S60 tester is the best Volvo I've driven. Simple as that. And I've been testing them
since the late seventies. It is comfortable, quick, well built and refined. There is some front-end
judder in corners, like a lot of other heavy front-drive cars, but that was about my only real
complaint. I drove more than km in just three days with the S60, and it came through brilliantly.
I've rarely struck a more enjoyable highway car, at any price, and it also hussled over some
twisty country backroads. The fuel economy was terrific at just The high-boost turbo T5
wouldn't have been my first choice -- I prefer the lower-boost, cheaper and more relaxing 2. It's
an engine with real fire, though it needs at least revs to give its best and, in some ways, that
makes it respond more like a naturally aspirated motor. The T5 has bigger power and torque
than most people need, which means even the basic five-cylinder motor should make S60
motoring pretty enjoyable. The automatic gearbox shifted easily and smoothly, but the tiptronic
manual change had a slight delay -- almost a lag -- that made downchanges for corners too
jerky and unpredictable for real enjoyment. But at least it held on to a gear, instead of reverting
to auto control at the redline or on sharp descents. The engine note from the five-cylinder is
unusual and surprisingly enjoyable, especially with the T5 on full boost for an over
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taking run. The ride is classy, with a fluid and well-damped feel, but handling can get just a little

nose-heavy at times. It usually grips well with neutral balance, but that judder -- which transmits
a sharp thud up the steering column -- is a flaw that needs fixing. The S60 is easy to park,
helped by light power steering, has a huge usable boot and classy headlights. The sound
system is one of the best around and the location of the Satnat screen, which rises out of the
top of the dash, is a clever piece of design. The S60 isn't perfect, and it would need to be to
topple the C-Class Benz, but it is an impressive piece of work that stands comparison with
plenty of other mid-sized prestige cars. Volvo S60 T5. Sorry, there are no cars that match your
search. The S60 stands comparison with plenty of other mid-sized prestige cars. Paul Gover.
Pricing guides Lowest Price. Range and Specs Have you considered? Volvo S60 cars for sale.
Similar Cars Volvo XC Volkswagen Transporter review: T6.

